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Abstract
Background: Two open reading frames (ORF0 and ORF1) of  Sugarcane  yellow  leaf  virus  (SCYLV) genome which play an important role
in virus replication and accumulation in plants have been characterized. Materials and Methods: The RT-PCR and qRT-PCR have been
used to evaluate the degree of infection with SCYLV using different genome locations (ORF0 and ORF1). Possible recombination events
in two ORFs were identified using TOPALi  (v2.5),  RECCO and RDP software’s. Results:  Transcript  levels  of two genes varied among
infected plants but overall expression of ORF1 was higher than ORF0. Cultivar H73-6110 (susceptible) yielded the highest transcript levels
of ORF1 whereas cultivar H78-4153 (resistant) exhibited the lowest levels. No significant differences were found between the sugarcane
cultivars for the ORF0 transcripts in mature leaves and seedling tissues. Amino acid sequence similarity of ORF0 and ORF1 varied among
SCYLV isolates and ranged from 69-99 and 73-99%, respectively. Possible recombination events located in the two ORFs were identified
using TOPALi (v2.5), RECCO and RDP software’s. Conclusion:  The  results showed strong presence of recombination in aligned sequences
of ORF0 and ORF1 when TOPALi and RECCO programs were used.
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INTRODUCTION

Sugarcane yellow leaf  virus  (SCYLV), the causative agent
of yellow leaf disease (YLD) of sugarcane (Saccharum  spp.
hybrid) is a single stranded, positive sense, RNA genome, with
six open reading frames (ORFs 0-5) and three untranslated
regions (UTRs) consisting of ~5.8 kb nucleotides1,2. The three
5‘-proximal ORFs are translated directly  from  the  genomic
RNA and include ORF1 which overlaps ORF0 and ORF2 in the
5‘ and 3‘ termini, respectively. The ORF0 encodes the SCYLV P0
protein, an RNA silencing suppressor3. The ORF1 and ORF2 are
translated together, encoding a serine protease and a RNA
dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), respectively1. The ORF3
encodes a viral coat protein and ORF4 harbored inside ORF3
encodes a viral movement protein. In addition, ORF5 encodes
a 52.1 kDa protein that probably is involved in aphid
transmission of SCYLV2,4.

The assumed amino acid sequence of P0 proteins is
highly conserved among different geographic isolates of
SCYLV3,5. In contrast, the amino acid sequence similarity
between P0s of Poleroviruses  is very low. The potato leaf roll
virus (PLRV-P0) which has 21% sequence identity is the best
match of SCYLV-P0 among any other Polerovirus-P03.
Generally, the role of ORF0 of Luteoviruses  in the viral
infection cycle has not been determined even though the
translation product (p28-32) of this ORF has been suggested
to play a role in host recognition6. In addition, ORF0 in
potatoes was found to be important in PLRV symptom
development7.

The 5‘ region (ORF1 and ORF2) of the SCYLV genome
might have originated from a Polerovirus, whereas the 3‘
region (ORF3 and ORF4) was derived from a Luteovirus. The
region from ORF5 to the read through protein gene came
from an Enamovirus8. This shows that SCYLV is a developing
virus that evolved by the recombination of ancestors in the
genera Luteovirus, Polerovirus  and Enamovirus  of the family
Luteoviridae9-11. Thus, recombination is the dominant feature
of Poleroviruses  as well as of SCYLV. Although, several studies
have reported sequencing and characterization of SCYLV
genome1,2,5,9-15, there is limited information on recombination
of the SCYLV gene and its role in replication of the virus.
Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to enrich our
understanding regarding to recombination and selection
pressure of SCYLV. Analyses accomplished herein were based
on the sequences of the ORF0 and ORF1 coding genes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant material: Five sugarcane (Saccharum spp. hybrids)
cultivars   infested   with   SCYLV   were   grown  in  pots   in   a

greenhouse and used for RNA isolation and purification.
Sugarcane cultivars H73-6110 and H87-4094 (susceptible),
H87-4319  and  H78-4153  (resistant)  and  H65-7052
(intermediately susceptible)16 originated from Hawaii and
were provided by the Hawaiian Agriculture Research Center
(Aiea, Hawaii, USA). The RNA was extracted using mature
leaves and seedling of five sugarcane cultivars to perform the
required analyses.

RT-PCR to evaluate the degree  of  infection with SCYLV
using different genome locations (ORF0 and ORF1): Total
RNA  from  mature  leaves  and  seedling  was  isolated  by
SDS-phenol/chloroform    extraction    as    described   by
ElSayed et al.5.  Isolated RNA was used as template for RT-PCR
in a PCR reaction using T100 Thermal Cycler (Bio-Rad, France).
The specific primers were used to amplify ORF0 and ORF1 of
the SCYLV genome for the five sugarcane cultivars are
presented in Table 1. The RNA was reverse transcribed using
the RevertAid H Minus First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit
(Fermentas GmbH, Leon-Rot, Germany) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol (priming with 50 pmol of reverse
primers and 1 µg of RNA template). The PCR reaction was
carried out in 25 µL containing 1 µL cDNA, 2.5 µL of 10x PCR
buffer  containing  15  mM  MgCl2, 0.5 µL of 10 mM dNTP mix,
0.1 µL (100 µM) of each forward and reverse primer, 1 unit of
Taq polymerase (Stratagene,  Waldbronn,  Germany)  and
sterile milliQ water added up to the final volume of 25 µL. The
PCR program comprised of initial  denaturation  step  at 94EC
for 4 min, 10 cycles at 94EC for 30 sec, 62EC for 2 min, 72EC for
45  sec,  followed  by  30  cycles  at  94EC  for  30  sec,  62EC for
30  sec and  72EC  for  45  sec  with  a final extension at 72EC
for 7 min. Optimization of the PCR program, including design
of primer sets, was achieved by using semi qPCR with different
numbers of PCR-cycles. The RT-PCR was accomplished with
the 25S rRNA internal control that was used as a reference
gene to normalize gene expression level and to estimate the

Table 1: Primers for RT-PCR and quantitative RT-PCR
Gene name 5‘-3‘ primer sequence TA
qRT-PCR primers
GAPDH GTGGTGCCAAGAAGGATGTT 58EC

GTTGTGCAGCTAGCATTGGA
ORF0 ATGGTGCCTATTCTGCTCCT 58EC

GCTTGGAACGGCATCTCTTA
ORF1 AGCTCGTCATTGATCGTGTG 58EC

CAGGAATTTGGGGTCTTCAA
RT-PCR primers
ORF0 TTTGGACCAAGCCTCTGACT 62EC

GGCAAGCCATAAAAGGACAG
ORF1 CAGACATTGCTGATTAC 62EC

GCTCTCCACAAAGCTATCT
25S rRNA CGTGGCCTATCGATCCTTTA 62EC

AACCTGTCTCACGACGGTCT
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integrity of the cDNA. A 10 µL aliquot of each amplified
product was examined by electrophoresis on 1% agarose gels
pre-stained with ethidium bromide (5 µL/100 mL of agarose
solution).

Real time RT-PCR assay: Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR)
analysis  was  carried  out  on  the  iCyclerTM  Thermal  Cycler
(Bio-Rad, USA) with the iQTMSYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad,
USA)  in  a  final  volume  of  20  µL  according  to  the
manufacturer’s instructions. The iCycler was programmed to
95EC for 1 min; 45 cycles at 95EC for 30 sec, 58EC for 40 sec
and 72EC  for 45  sec  and  then  final  extension  at  72EC  for
10 min followed by a melting curve programme (55-95EC in
increasing steps of 0.5EC). The GAPDH gene was used as
control for the normalization of the qRT-PCR. Efficiencies of
each reaction were calculated using LinReg PCR software17.
Signal values were consequently derived from the threshold
cycles (average background subtracted) using the equation of
Pfaffl18.

Alignment of sequences and construction of phylogenetic
trees: A total of 72 nucleotide and amino acid sequences
(available so far in the databases)  of  SCYLV (45 of  ORF0  and
27 of ORF1) repossessed from GenBank were aligned using
CLUSTALW 2.1, CLUSTALX 2.119 and Multalin20 software
programs  with  default  settings.  The  phylogenetic
relationships among SCYLV isolates were resolute with the
Maximum Likelihood (ML) algorithm combined in the MEGA
version 6 program21. Based on the evaluation of best fit
substitution model implemented in MEGA6, the ML tree was
reconstructed  under  the  hypothesis  of  substitution  model
K2  coupled  to  a  discrete  Gamma  distribution  (+G)  with
five  rate  categories22  for  both  ORF0  and  ORF1  sequences.
The  substitution  model  parameters  estimated  for  ORF0
were  (i)  Base  frequencies:  f (A) = f (T) = f (C) = f (G) = 0.250,
(ii)  Substitution  rates:  r (AT) = r (AC) = r (CG) = r (GT) = 0.033;
r (AG) = r (CT) =  0.184   and   (iii)   Transition/transversion
ratios:  R = 2.93.  The  bayesian  information  criterion  value
(BIC = 7310.965) with K2+G (+G = 0.33) model was the lowest
among the 24 models tested. The substitution model for ORF1
was also K2+G (+G = 0.23). The parameters projected for ORF1
were  (i)  Base  frequencies:  f (A) = f (T) = f (C) = f (G) = 0.250,
(ii)  Substitution  rates:  r (AT) = r (AC) = r (CG) = r (GT) = 0.029;
r  (AG)  =  r  (CT)  =  0.192  and  (iii)  Transition/transversion
ratios: R = 3.31.  The  bayesian  information  criterion  value
(BIC = 13611.302) with K2+G model was the lowest among the
24 models tested. Bootstrap analyses were achieved with
1,000 replicates to evaluate the robustness of the tree
branches.

Recombination analyses: Potential recombination events
between diverged nucleotide sequences were explored with
three different programs: RDP4.323,24, RECCO25 and TOPALi v2.5
applying difference of sums of squares (DSS) statistics26. The
RDP includes several published recombination detection
methods into a single suite of tools: The RDP27, GENECONV28,
BOOTSCAN27, MAXCHI29, CHIMAERA30, SISCAN31 and 3SEQ32.
Some methods are phylogeny-based (BOOTSCAN, RDP and
SISCAN) while the others are substitution-based methods
(GENCONV, MAXCHI, CHIMAERA and 3SEQ). In all the cases,
default parameters were used. Only events predicted by more
than half of the methods were considered as significant. The
algorithm established and described by Maydt and Lengauer25

is simple and sensitive method for identifying recombination
in a set of sequences and locating putative recombination
breakpoints is based on cost minimization. This method has
only two tunable parameters, recombination and mutation
cost. In practice the only parameter considered is "
representing the cost of mutation relative to recombination.
When " changes from 0-1, the cost of mutation weighted by
" increases and the cost for recombination weighted by 1-"
decreases. Therefore, the parameter " controls the ambiguity
between  mutation  and  recombination.  The  TOPALi  v2.5
incorporates the difference of sums of squares (DSS)
statistics26. This method uses a sliding window and considers
changes in the branching patterns of the trees estimated on
the windows along the alignment, corresponding to high
values of DSS.

RESULTS

Expression  and  transcript  levels of ORF0 and ORF1 using
RT-PCR and qRT-PCR: The expression of ORF0 and ORF1 was
identified by RT-PCR using specific primers (Table 1) in
infected mature leaves and seedling for the five sugarcane
cultivars. Results in Fig. 1a and b are showing that the
expression of ORF0 in mature leaves and seedling of the
Hawaiian sugarcane cultivars were constant even in the
cultivars  that  fluctuated  in  their  infection  rates33  such  as
H65-7052  and  H78-4153.  However,  these  cultivars  had
relatively low ORF0 expression compared to the other
cultivars.

Amplification of ORF1 also produced a band of the
expected size (1200 bp) for all infected sugarcane cultivars
(Fig. 2a, b), but difference in band intensity was clearly
observed in both mature leaves and seedling. However, the
band  with  the  lowest  intensity  was  observed  in cultivar
H78-4153   in   the  mature  leaf.  In  the  seedling,  cultivars
H65-7052 and H78-4153 yielded the lowest intensity bands
(Fig. 2b).
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Fig. 1(a-b): (a) RT-PCR analysis using RNA-derived cDNA of the ORF0 fragment  of  Sugarcane  yellow  leaf  virus  from mature
leaves and (b) Seedling of five sugarcane cultivars. H73-6110 and H87-4094 are susceptible, H65-7052 intermediately
susceptible and H78-4153, H87-4319 resistant cultivars. Upper panel amplification products of ORF0 (360 bp); lower
panel amplification product of 25S rRNA (108 bp) showing integrity of cDNA. The PCR products were electrophoresed
on 1% agarose gel and visualized under UV light after staining with ethidium bromide. M: DNA molecular size markers
(Fermentas, St. Leon Rot, Germany): O’GeneRulerTm Express 1 kb in upper panels of (a) and (b), 50 bp in lower panels
of (a) and (b)

Fig. 2(a-b): (a) RT-PCR analysis using RNA-derived cDNA of the ORF1 fragment of Sugarcane  yellow  leaf  virus  from mature leaves
and (b) Seedling of five sugarcane cultivars. H73-6110 and H87-4094 are susceptible, H65-7052 intermediately
susceptible and H78-4153, H87-4319 resistant cultivars. Upper panel amplification products of ORF1 (1200 bp); lower
panel amplification product of 25S rRNA (108 bp) showing integrity of cDNA. The PCR products were electrophoresed
on 1% agarose gel and visualized under UV light after staining with ethidium bromide. M: DNA molecular size markers
(Fermentas, St. Leon Rot, Germany): O’GeneRulerTm Express 1 kb in upper panels of (a) and (b), 50 bp in lower panels
of (a) and (b)

Quantitative RT-PCR was employed to obtain a measure
of transcript abundance for ORF0 and ORF1 related genes in
all cultivars for quantitative comparison. The yield of

transcripts for the two ORFs gives a variation in the viral
accumulation in both tissues of mature leaves and seedling
(Fig.  3a,   b).   The   major   amounts   of   PCR   products   were
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Fig. 3(a-b): Transcript levels of ORF0 and ORF1 genes in (a) Seedling tissues and (b) Mature leaves for Hawaiian sugarcane cultivars
H73-6110 and H87-4094 (susceptible), H87-4319 and H78-4153 (resistant) and H65-7052 (intermediately susceptible).
Transcript amounts were quantified by qPCR and related to GAPDH contents. Data  are  the  means  of 9 values
corresponding to three biological (RNA extractions) replicates and three technical (PCR amplifications) replicates per
sugarcane cultivar. The bar on top of each column represents the standard error of the mean

Table 2: Maximum likelihood estimation parameters used to describe substitution patterns in ORFs 0 and 1
Genes ML estimate of substitution matrix1 Model2 Parameters3 BIC4 AICc5 R6 +G7 lnL8 Positions9

ORF0 - A T/U C G K2+G 89 7310.965 6562.541 2.93 0.3284 -3178.643 741
A - 3.18# 3.18# 18.64*
T/U 3.18# - 18.64* 3.18#

C 3.18# 18.64* - 3.18#

G 18.64* 3.18# 3.18# -
ORF1 A T/U C G K2+G 53 13611.302 13144.367 3.31 0.2407 -6504.381 1838

A - 2.90* 2.90* 19.20*
T/U 2.90# - 19.20* 2.90#

C 2.90# 19.20* - 2.90#

G 19.20* 2.90# 2.90# -
1: Maximum likelihood estimate of substitution matrix, each entry is the probability of substitution (r) from one base (row) to another base (column). *Rates of different
transitional substitutions, #Those of transversionsal substitutions, 2: Model with the lowest BIC scores (Bayesian information criterion) is considered to describe the
substitution pattern the best, 3: No. of parameters (including branch lengths) used in the estimation, 4: Bayesian information criterion, 5: Akaike information criterion
corrected, 6: The estimated transition/transversion bias, 7: Non-uniformity of evolutionary rates among sites may be modeled by using a discrete gamma distribution
(+G) with 5 rate categories, 8: The maximum log likelihood estimation for automatically computed tree topology, 9: No. of positions in the final dataset

obtained for ORF1 in the seedling tissues of susceptible
cultivars H73-6110 and H87-4094, while were lowest in
resistant and intermediately susceptible cultivars H78-4153
and H65-7052, respectively. No significant differences were
found between the cultivars for the ORF0 transcripts in mature
leaves and immature tissues.

Amino acid sequence similarity comparison and maximum
likelihood  estimate  of  substitution  matrix  and
transition/transversion bias: Amino acid sequence (available
in the databases GenBank) similarity of ORFs 0 and 1 varied
between 69-99 and 73-99%, respectively among SCYLV
isolates.

Nucleotide  substitution   patterns   and   rates   of   ORFs
0 and 1 were estimated using the Kimura 2-parameter model
(Table 2).  For  ORF0,  a  discrete  gamma  distribution  was
used  to  model  evolutionary   rate   differences   among   sites

(5 categories [+G], parameter = 0.3284). Therefore, the general
model formula for ORF0 was K2+G. Rates of different
transitional substitutions had a probability of 18.64, while
those of transversional substitutions  had  a  probability  of
3.18. The estimated transition/transversion bias (R) was 2.93.
Substitution pattern and rates for ORF1 were also estimated
using the model K2+G (+G = 0.2407). Rates of different
transitional substitutions had a probability of 19.20, while
those of transversional substitutions had a probability of  2.90.
The estimated transition/transversion bias (R) was 3.31. A total
of 741 and 1838 codon positions were identified in the final
dataset for ORF0 and ORF1, respectively.

Inference about recombination and phylogeny: The  TOPALi
v2.5 program utilizing DSS statistics (window size: 500, step
size: 10) was used to identify likely recombination events
located  in  ORFs  0  and  1.  The  analysis  exposed  2  and  5
major  peaks   which   strongly   supported   the   incidence   of
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recombination in aligned sequences of  ORFs 0  in  positions
310 and 435 and ORF1 in positions 380, 430, 549, 1420 and
1641 (Fig. 4a, b).

In order to confirm detection of possible recombinants,
another program, RECCO was used and provided ORFs 0 and
1 (Fig. 5a, b) which displayed breakpoints represented by
downward peaks in the dataset. The analysis yielded
recombining  fragments  located  in  the  intervals  217-275,
416-496 and 476-519 in ORF0’s sequences (Fig. 5a) for the
accessions HQ245348, HQ245359 and HQ245353, respectively.
However, ORF1 (Fig. 5b) was more subject for recombination,
RECCO demonstrated that recombination sites occurred in the
intervals 457-476 and 519-573 in the sequence of the
accession HQ245318; 637-669, 1039-1194, 1278-1290 and
1354-1442 in the sequence of the  accession  NC_000874;
1092-1107 and 1494-1585 in the sequence of the accession
GU570006 and 1416-1445 in the sequence of the accession
GU570007. Twenty four accessions were shown as putative
recombinants. The results provided by RECCO algorithm for
ORF1 were in agreement with RDP 4.1 algorithm only for
isolates NC_000874, GU570006, GU570007 and HQ245318
(Table 3).

In inferring phylogenies, reconstructed trees showed that,
in ORF0, all 45 available accessions in the data banks
segregated into three major groups. Although group I
encompassed genotypes CHN1, CHN2, BRA, PER and HAW,
group  II  was  composed  of  REU  and  CHN1  and  group  III
was  composed  of  CUB  and  IND  (Fig.  6).  In  contrast,  the 27

accessions of ORF1 was split into two major clusters (Fig. 7). In
ORF1, group II was composed of genotypes REU and IND while
group I was composed of the remaining seven genotypes, i.e.,
CHN1, CHN2, CHN3, BRA, PER, CUB and HAW (Fig. 7).

DISCUSSION

The tested Hawaiian cultivars of sugarcane contained
SCYLV with different accumulation levels of virus titer
including the resistant cultivars (H78-4153 and H87-4319) and
the intermediately susceptible cultivar (H65-7052) which
previously had been thought to be virus-free based on tissue
blot immunoassay16. Rresults for studying the expression of
two genes (ORF0 and ORF1) of SCYLV genome with RT-PCR
showed that two Hawaiian cultivars previously had been
considered to be uninfected and “Resistant16” were in fact
infected with SCYLV (Fig. 1, 2). A study conducted in Hawaii
using a tissue blot immunoassay shown that all plants were
infected in some cultivars16. These cultivars were named
SCYLV “Susceptible”. On the other hand, some other cultivars
seemed to be completely free of SCYLV and were called SCYLV
“Resistant16”. The SCYLV was never detected in these
“Resistant” cultivars even when grown with close proximity to
infected cultivars or when infested with viruliferous aphids33.
The difference in qRT-PCR  amplification among these
resistant and  highly  susceptible  cultivars  was in the range of
5 fold (Fig. 3). Intriguingly, these resistant cultivars occasionally
showed yellowing symptoms and  it was  always  confusing  if

Fig. 4(a-b): Graph displaying potential breakpoint of recombination in (a) ORF0 and (b) ORF1 represented by a peak calculated
by difference of sums of squares (DSS) statistics produced by using TOPALi v2.5 software
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Fig. 5(a-b): Graph displaying potential breakpoint of recombination in (a) ORF0 and (b) ORF1 represented by a downward peaks
determined by RECCO algorithm using cost optimization, R: Recombination site produced by using RECCO software

Table 3: Determination of inferred recombination events in the ORF1 sequences
Recombination pattern
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- p-value
Recombinant Position in Position in Putative parental ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
isolate the sequence the alignment (major×minor) R G B M C S 3S
NC_000874 71-634 71-634 Unknown×AM072750 - 3.319×10G2 - 1.719×10G3 >1 1.776×10G38 -
KF477092 73-1096 73-1096 Unknown×AM072750 - 3.319×10G2 - 1.719×10G3 >1 1.776×10G38 -
KF477092 73-1096 73-1096 Unknown×AM072750 - 3.319×10G2 - 1.719×10G3 >1 1.776×10G38 -
GU570006 1875-end 1928-end Unknown×AM072750 - 3.319×10G2 - 1.719×10G3 >1 1.776×10G38 -
GU570007 1787-end 1787-end Unknown×AM072750 - 3.319×10G2 - 1.719×10G3 >1 1.776×10G38 -
GU570008 1878-end 1928-end Unknown×AM072750 - 3.319×10G2 - 1.719×10G3 >1 1.776×10G38 -
GU327735 70-528 70-528 AM072756×Unknown - 3.284×10G2 - 1.310×10G3 1.971×10G2 7.484×10G33 -
GU190159 Whole sequence Whole sequence Unknown×AM072750 - 3.319×10G2 - 1.719×10G3 >1 1.776×10G38 -
JF925152 46-504 70-528 AM072756×HQ245316 - 3.284×10G2 - 1.310×10G3 1.971×10G2 7.484×10G33 -
JF925153 46-504 70-528 AM072756×Unknown - 3.284×10G2 - 1.310×10G3 1.971×10G2 7.484×10G33 -
JF925154 46-504 70-528 AM072756×Unknown - 3.284×10G2 - 1.310×10G3 1.971×10G2 7.484×10G33 -
JF925155 46-504 70-528 AM072756×HQ245316 - 3.284×10G2 - 1.310×10G3 1.971×10G2 7.484×10G33 -
HQ245316 1921-end 1923-end Unknown×AM072750 - 3.319×10G2 - 1.719×10G3 >1 1.776×10G38 -
HQ245317 1813-end 1813-end Unknown×AM072750 - 3.319×10G2 - 1.719×10G3 >1 1.776×10G38 -
HQ245318 70-528 70-528 AM072756×HQ245316 - 3.284×10G2 - 1.310×10G3 1.971×10G2 7.484×10G33 -
HQ245319 142-634 142-634 Unknown×AM072750 - 3.319×10G2 - 1.719×10G3 >1 1.776×10G38 -
HQ245320 1921-end 1923-end Unknown×AM072750 - 3.319×10G2 - 1.719×10G3 >1 1.776×10G38 -
HQ245321 1921-end 1923-end Unknown×AM072750 - 3.319×10G2 - 1.719×10G3 >1 1.776×10G38 -
AM072751 103-617 603-617 Unknown×AM072750 - 3.319×10G2 - 1.719×10G3 >1 1.776×10G38 -
AM072752 1932-end 1934-end Unknown×AM072750 - 3.319×10G2 - 1.719×10G3 >1 1.776×10G38 -
AM072753 1932-end 1934-end Unknown×AM072750 - 3.319×10G2 - 1.719×10G3 >1 1.776×10G38 -
AM072754 68-604 68-604 Unknown×AM072750 - 3.319×10G2 - 1.719×10G3 >1 1.776×10G38 -
AM072755 68-641 68-641 Unknown×AM072750 - 3.319×10G2 - 1.719×10G3 >1 1.776×10G38 -
AM072756 73-604 73-604 Unknown×AM072750 - 3.319×10G2 - 1.719×10G3 >1 1.776×10G38 -
The suite of recombination detection programs used for the detection of recombination events and the corresponding average p-values for each event were R: RDP,
G: GenConv, B: Bootscan, M: MaxChi, C: Chimaera, S: Siscan, 3S: 3SEQ. ‘Minor’ and ‘Major’ parents refer to the parental isolates contributing the smaller and larger
fractions of the recombinant’s sequence, respectively, -: No recombination event detected

these symptoms were due to viral infection or were caused by
physical damage such as broken midribs or severed stalks33.

ORF0 revealed less variation in accumulation of virus titer
compared with ORF1 (Fig. 3). The highest transcript gene was
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ORF1 for cultivars H73-6110 and H87-4094 at the seedling
stage; however, ORF1 was the most variant one in the seedling
and mature tissues.  Therefore, the diversity and changes in
the genetic structure of plant virus populations are important
aspects in plant pathology and may be highly relevant for
developing strategies to control virus-induced diseases34.
Determining the structure and function of a novel protein is a
foundation of many aspects of modern biology. Excluding the
structural proteins, not much is known about the functions of
the putative products of the ORFs present in the SCYLV’s
genome as well as Luteoviruses in general. Which ORF
encodes for the viral protein genome-linked (VPg) is still
unclear and regarding the nonstructural genes, only the
putative RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (by sequence
comparison) and a putative movement protein have been
identified7. Even though the translation product (p28-32) of
ORF0 has been suggested to play a role in host recognition,
the role of this ORF of Luteoviruses  in the viral infection cycle
has not been resolved6.

To date, there is increasing evidence for a role for
recombination    in   determining   genetic   diversity   in   some

RNA  viruses,  mainly  the Retroviruses  and  a  variety  of
positive-sense  RNA  viruses  including  Potyviruses35,
Luteoviruses36,   Nepoviruses37,   Closteroviruses38,
Cucumoviruses  and Bromoviruses39,40  and  most
extraordinarily the Caulimoviruses in which the rate of
recombination per base surpasses that of mutation41. The RNA
recombination can be a proficient tool for viruses to repair
viral genomes, therefore contributing to virus fitness.
Moreover, it could play a role in the development of subviral
RNAs that include defective interfering (DI) RNAs associated
with many animal and plant viruses42 as well as with chimeric
satellite RNAs43. The indication for recombination, not only
between related viruses but also among indistinctly related
viruses and even with host RNAs, suggests that plant  viruses 
test recombination with any genetic material available. In this
study, it was demonstrated that ORFs 0 and 1 were subject to
recombination. Interestingly, recombination events in ORF0
was detected with China isolates (HQ245348, HQ245359 and
HQ245353) and not in Hawaiian isolates, though they are
belonging to BRA-PRA genotype13,15. Thus the transcription
level of ORF0 gene was consistent in Hawaiian isolates either
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in mature or sink tissues (Fig. 1, 3). It has been stated that the
ORF0 (P0) play a critical role in virus biology, as P0 is an RNA
silencing suppressor associated with virus pathogenicity3,44.

The ORF0 was previously proposed as a sensitive and
reliable diagnostic segment to discriminate among SCYLV
genotypes34,45 and to investigate the phylogeny of viral
genotypes44. Amplification of complete ORF0 coding genes
from different SCYLV isolates may facilitate the identification
of new genotypes for which the full genome sequence is not
available15.

The ORF1 was more subject for recombination (Fig. 5b),
RECCO demonstrated that recombination events were
occurred in the sequence of the accessions: HQ245318,
NC_000874, GU570006 and GU570007. The recombination
analysis of 27 complete genomic sequences of SCYLV isolates
reported worldwide revealed the presence of common
potential recombination events, supporting previous reports
that recombination is a dominant feature of SCYLV evolution,

as in other RNA viruses8,46,47. Thus, environmental and host
effects are likely to impact the rate of RNA recombination, in
addition  to  the better-characterized viral factors8. In this
study, Hawaiian isolates were significant recombinants in
ORF1, but it was hardly to detect any recombination event in
ORF0. The current findings contribute to understanding that
recombination events may play an essential role in generating
genome diversity. Because of no single phylogenetic tree can
illustrate the evolutionary relatedness that exists between
viruses because of recombination48. It is reported that the
topology of SCYLV phylogenetic tree will be varied depending
on the ORFs region (gene or the whole genome)13,15. This
difference in clustering might be due to the fact that the
SCYLV genes used for phylogenetic analysis have experienced
different evolutionary histories49.

It has been reported that RNA recombination is supposed
to rescue viral genomes by repairing mutation errors in
essential viral genes or in structures that  could  be  introduced
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during RNA replication50,51. Moreover, Worobey and Holmes48

reported that RNA recombination enables exchange of
genetic material between the same or similar viruses as well as
between distinctly different viruses. Recently, ElSayed et al.8

suggested that RNA recombination is linked to virus
replication and that it occurs by a copy-choice mechanism.
Also, they reported that Inter-species recombination has
frequently occurred in the evolution of members of the
Luteoviridae. The RNA recombination events probably
produced the divergence observed between members of the
genera Polerovirus and Luteovirus52. It is well known that
mutation, recombination and purifying selection are
important forces driving the evolution of SCYLV45.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENTS

Recombination is the dominant feature of  Poleroviruses
as well as of SCYLV. Therefore, the present study aimed to
enrich our understanding regarding to recombination of
SCYLV. Analyses accomplished herein were based on the
sequences of the ORF0 and ORF1 coding genes. These results
showed that SCYLV contain potential recombination signals in
ORFs 0 and 1. This recombination plays an important role in
the genetic diversity among SCYLV populations.

CONCLUSION

Expression of ORF0 and 1 were varied among infected
plants but overall expression of ORF1 was higher than ORF0.
Possible recombination events located in the two ORFs were
identified using TOPALi (v2.5), RECCO and RDP software’s.
These results showed strong presence of recombination in
aligned sequences of ORF0 and ORF1 when TOPALi and
RECCO programs were used. Two major forces, recombination
and positive selection, drive the molecular evolution of
viruses. We therefore, suggested further study on selective
constraints exerting on CP gene might be a source of
information to elucidate this.
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